
 
 
 
 
 
 



Code :- WC/CX-01 Code :- WC/CX-02 Code :- WC/CX-03 



Code :- WC/CP-01 Code :- WC/CP-02 Code :- WC/CP-03 



Copper lanterns 
Manufactured in copper and highly polished to reproduce the 
old Victorian copper style lamp. This lantern is then 
lacquered to help prevent it from tarnishing. We can also 
offer this lantern in polished brass on request. 
 
The lantern comes with a 'wrought iron frog’ that is attached 
to the lantern, and fits over the collar of the post. This is 
galvanized and powder coated black. 
 
Wrought iron frog 
The wrought iron frog is a traditional way of mounting the 
lantern to the post, and would of sent gas to the mantle on 
early lamps. It has a 50mm internal entry all copper lamp, so 
they can fit tightly and are easily clamped via the four bolts 
threaded into It  



Code :- WC/LX-01 Code :- WC/LX-02 Code :- WC/LX-03 



Code :- WC/LT-01 Code :- WC/LT-02 Code :- WC/LT-03 



Steel Lanterns 
This range of lantern, have been fabricated with a 
consideration to price yet keeping style and longevity in 
mind. It is manufactured in mild steel, then zinc plated before 
being powder coated. It is a black version of the copper 
lantern, without the cost of using copper. We can also offer 
this lantern in stainless steel coated black on request. 
 
Wrought iron frog 
The wrought iron frog is a traditional way of mounting the 
lantern to the post, and would of sent gas to the mantle on 
early lamps. It has a 50mm internal entry all copper lamp, so 
they can fit tightly and are easily clamped via the four bolts 
threaded into It  



Code :- WC/CA/LX-01 



Code :- WC/CA/LT-02 Code :- WC/CA/LT-03 



 
Casted Aluminium Lanterns 
Top of the range, traditionally sand cast square aluminium 
lanterns, making it very thick and very strong. To add 
character to these lanterns, when they come out of the 
mould, we do not shot blast them, which means they are left 
with a grainy finish to help age there look. 
 
Wrought iron frog 
The wrought iron frog is the traditional way of mounting the 
lantern to the post, and would of supplied gas to the mantle 
on early lamps. It has a 50mm internal entry for our medium 
lanterns, so they can fit tightly and are easily clamped via 
the four bolts threaded into it. 



Code :- WC/CA/LP-01 Code :- WC/CA/LP-02 



Code :- WC/CA/LP-03 


